as whenua holds/is held

I come to meet Matā as Tāmaki is shifting into dusk, light filling the
gallery with a soft touch. Ashleigh Taupaki opens space here in
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reciprocity with non-human others — beings that come from the
earth; the earth itself; the idea of earth as a place to stand and a
place to be buried, to be made and to be whole. The exhibition text
describes a making process where ties to the whenua as both
placenta and land are brought forth through reciprocal nurturing and
memory: through making, Taupaki brings together gathered
“minerals and objects” with structures she has formed to hold them
which allow these beings “to take shape of their own accord.”1
Steel rods are welded into frames that hold nets and nests of muslin
cloth, scooped hollow under the weight of sand and stones. Some
of these structures are tiny, hand-sized and placed delicately on the
concrete floor, while others lift higher from the ground to balance
both precarious and solid in the air above. The exhibition text is
poignant and brief; we are given no instructions, no titles or materials
lists: instead the work is there for us to undertake in relation with our
surroundings. The dusklight filters in over shelters and hammocks
and beds and their stone-and-shell occupants, and between there is
space — to move, to breathe, to meet these beings at their level. It’s
fitting to be here in that end-of-day set of contrasts, all blurred
edges: here is bright against soft, worn edge against hard metal

light falls / soft pink / a weave, a woven / metal on metal, soft on
soft / the faint scrawl / a trace of home

slice, solid stone and brittle shell and the soft silt dissolving of each
into the other.
Matā: flint, quartz, obsidian; only a breath’s edge from mata: face /
countenance / surface;2 here we meet, kanohi ki te kanohi

Taupaki’s practice, centring relationship with non-human beings,

Taupaki is kaitiaki of these beings, beings that come to be here from

brings to mind Robin Wall Kimmerer (Potawatomi) seeking a

her tūrangawaewae, from the places that hold her in return — places

grammar of animacy. In Braiding Sweetgrass, Kimmerer writes:

significant to Taupaki as wahine Māori. She cares for each mineral

When we tell them that the tree is not a who, but an it… we put

and object here in the gallery, and places her trust in us visitors, too,

a barrier between us [...] A language teacher I know explained

to uphold this care. I am manuhiri here, but I can’t help feeling

that grammar is just the way we chart relationships in language.

resonances between this place, these beings, and those that

Maybe it also reflects our relationships with each other.

embrace me at home. The ochre-rich earth, soft woven muslins, iron-

Maybe a grammar of animacy

black sand, all whanaunga.

could lead us to whole new
ways of living in the world, other

I crouch closer, knees cold on the

species a sovereign people, a

concrete, but I want to watch the

world with a democracy of

fibres wrap and unravel themselves

species, not a tyranny of one —

around the stones and steel. The

with moral responsibility to

mark of the machine-altered and the
hand-made and the whenua-formed

3

water and wolves...

blurs, becomes hard to read or
define. Scale shifts in and out of

The material nature of these works

focus. Distance disappears.

reaffirms our reciprocal ties to the
whenua, the land, and to all those

Striations in the palmsized rocks

who share home here. Water and
wolves,

maunga

and

become grooves worn in skin,

moana,

mineral, matā: all our relations.
Maybe a grammar of animacy can also be mapped in senses beyond
speech; in the language of stone and metal and woven cloth; in the

fingertip whorls and palm lines;
become the west-coast cliffs I grew up with seen as Ranginui must
view them: from a distance but close enough to touch. To hollow

hand-formed shaping and reshaping of nurturing structures.

out, to groove, to make a furrow, is whakaawa: to cause a river to be.

Matā tūhua: can be used to sever the umbilical cord upon birth,

many things at once. They converge, embrace, and at the pūtahi a

and is buried with the whenua in a place that becomes one’s
tūrangawaewae4 / stone and cord spun to hold our roots

Here the floor is poured concrete, the floor is two rivers: a place is
many-legged wire being of weaves a nest to hold — for a while —
the body of another place.

The awa flows, here and not-here. The grooves worn in stone, the

Here / and here I hold / or want to hold / long to be held,

grooves worn in skin: the imprint goes both ways. Sand and silt fall

here with stone and silt and soil and sand

between fingers, hands buried for a moment’s cool embrace —

we are held together.

a trace remains. We are shaped by our relationships, and our
relationships shape us. The river flows, and the whenua is furrowed
in its path, and so we are formed too, even if we had forgotten this
for a while. Even if we were lost or held apart or kept from
remembering. Encountering Taupaki’s mahi here is a reminder that
coming back to this knowledge means finding new ways to be in
reciprocity as much as it means reconnecting to and following the
old paths. Forming a new material grammar to hold our relations.
Look closer still: the sand holds stars, or bones, or shells, light glow
on iron. Watch them fall, trickle down to be held again
beneath, a gift
The light begins to fade into evening. In the gathering shadows,
braids of cloth swirl into spiral nests. Each nest mirrors the shells they
embrace that once, in turn, made homes for the smallest wheke or
pūpū. The act of braiding, a form of weaving, speaks to a tenderness
of touch, a gift of time. The imprint-path of tiny creatures covers one
stone in a scrawl, another wordless language tracing back to who
lived here before. Other stones are pitted with flecks of ochre gold,

Text by Arielle Walker
Images from Ashleigh Taupaki, Matā, courtesy of RM Gallery

kōkōwai, hollows worn away by water and filled with earth. Every one
holds the trace of existing in relation to others. Every one holds the
trace of existing in relation to something – some one – else.
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